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Abstract
First, a word about Rana Ayyub. She is a journalist who used to work for Indian media outfit called Tehelka. She left Tehelka few years ago when they refused to publish what was essentially the content of Gujarat Files. Not only were her ex-employers not willing to publish the recordings and findings of Rana’s investigative journalism but most publishers declined to print the book, prompting her to self-publish this in April 2016. The book turned out to be such a sensation that within six months, a second edition had to be printed with demand still soaring high. But the interesting aspect of this very popular book, which one Indian magazine quoted as ‘one of the most important pieces of investigative journalism in Indian history’, is that the launch of the book and its existence as well as reviews have almost been blanked out by mainstream media (barring a couple of exceptions)
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Brief of Journalist Rana Ayyub

Rana Ayyub, an autonomous writer known for her insightful work on the 2002 Gujarat riots. She composed and distributed Gujarat Files: Anatomy of a Cover Up, a book dependent on the records of cops, officials and government officials whom she met amid an eight-month-long sting activity in Gujarat while working with Tehelka.

What: Last week, Delhi Police enrolled a criminal case after Ayyub recorded a grievance against obscure people for posting phony tweets in her name and indecent recordings of her by transforming pictures.


She is said to have gotten the honor for her flexibility against an online denunciation crusade set to spread her work and 'threaten her out of proceeding with her activity as an independent columnist'.
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The honor comes in wake of developing frightful assaults on columnists around the world, with the most recent injured individual being slaughtered Saudi Arabian protester writer Jamal Khashoggi.

Taking to twitter to offer her thanks, Ayyub considered it a 'colossal respect' and said she was lowered.

**Gujarat Files: Anatomy of a Cover Up**

Gujarat Files is the record of an eight-month long covert examination by columnist Rana Ayyub into the Gujarat riots, counterfeit experiences and the homicide of state Home Minister Haren Pandya that brings to the fore frightening disclosures. Acting like Maithili Tyagi, a movie producer from the American Film Institute Conservatory, Rana met officials and top cops in Gujarat who held vital positions in the state somewhere in the range of 2001 and 2010. The transcripts of the sting activity uncover the complicity of the state and its authorities in violations against humankind. With hair-raising revelations about cases that run parallel to Narendra Modi and Amit Shah's rising to power and their adventure from Gujarat to New Delhi, the book discloses to you the quieted truth of the state in the expressions of the individuals who created amnesia while talking before commissions of enquiry, yet pulled out all the stops in the furtively taped recordings which structure the premise of this amazing read.

**Up-Gradation of Shafi Dairy Farm**

This Management Research Project is identified with "Up Grading a traditional Dairy Farm of Shafi Reso Group" based on point by point and thorough research/investigation of Dairy Sector.

Milk is a crucial piece of human food. As the populace is expanding so the interest in All the creating nations like Pakistan. Thus up-degree of traditional homesteads is the main arrangement. Current practices at the said ranch are absolutely regular yielding low milk generation all through entire lactation period. Absolute zone accessible for the development of homestead is about a large portion of a section of land in the manufacturing plant zone, so a plan has been proposed for development of Modern Dairy ranch infra structure according to the accessibility of assets with our customer. In feed, green grub assume a significant job to get most extreme creation yet in present day world there is no understanding of dairy cultivating without silage so we have recommended readiness of Silage at ranch. The board of Cows, Calves and Heifers is exhorted.

Market around the ranch has a lot of potential for milk deal as this is an absolutely industry territory. A total promoting plan has been graphed for the closeout of milk.

**Economic and Biological Aspects of Vaccinations**

In Broiler industry severe Vaccination calendar is pursued all through the world. It's significance builds numerous folds in creating nations like Pakistan. Out of these, IBD (Infectious Bursal Disease/Gumboro Disease) vaccine and ND (Newcastle Disease) antibody are viewed as the prime advances. It is recorded truth that both of these immunizations likewise influence titres as well as have immune pathological impacts also. It is creator's M.Sc.(Hons.) Research venture
which he finished in the year 2002. This exploration work has likewise been distributed in Pakistan Veterinary Journal (PVJ) in the type of a Research paper in 2003. In this venture it was demonstrated that how three chose strains of IBD Vaccination cause immune pathological and immunosuppressive impacts in Broiler.

**Mercury Intoxication of Grass Carp**

Fish meat is viewed as a standout amongst the best protein source all through the world. Being a creature of Water, it is constantly presented to numerous unsafe substances and perils. Out of these Mercury is one. As th substances originate from different sources in different focuses so influence the fish and other living things present in conduits. The present venture was intended to think about the Pathological impacts of Mercury inebriation in Grass carp (A Fish specie utilized by people as eating routine). In this task, fish were misleadingly presented to different convergences of Mercury inebriation and similar neurotic impacts were contemplated. It was presumed that such inebriation effectly affects Fish meat. Hence it very well may be inferred this significant eating routine wellsprings of meat is dependably in danger and some earnest estimates must be taken with respect to approach making in this respect. This undertaking was first of it's sort in this college for example UVAS, Lahore, Punjab, Pakistan.

**Economic and Biological Aspects of Vaccinations**

In Broiler industry exacting Vaccination calendar is pursued all through the world. It's significance expands numerous folds in creating nations like Pakistan. Out of these, IBD (Infectious Bursal Disease/Gumboro Disease) vaccine and ND (Newcastle Disease) immunization are viewed as the prime advances. It is recorded truth that both of these immunizations likewise influence titres as well as have immunopathological impacts too. It is creator's M.Sc.(Hons.) Research venture which he finished in the year 2002. This exploration work has likewise been distributed in Pakistan Veterinary Journal (PVJ) in the type of a Research paper in 2003. In this venture it was demonstrated that how three chose strains of IBD Vaccination cause immunopathological and immunosuppressive impacts in Broiler.

**Customer Information System**

Client is considered "The Boss" in today's Corporate world. Each organization's business relies upon it's client base. The significance of client base increments with the expansion in rivalry. That is the reason just those organizations endure which attempt to trap the new clients as well as make a decent attempt to hold the current clients. This consultancy undertaking has managed the foundation of a cutting edge Customer Information System for Organon Livestock Feed organization working in Pakistan. Beforehand there was no system to have data with respect to it's clients. This venture has underscored the need of a proficient Customer Information System and guided the concerned administration with respect to setting up such an effective CIS.
System. The general working system was set down and diverse unified exercises were told to be performed

Up-Gradation of Shafi Dairy Farm
This Management Research Project is identified with "Up Grading a regular Dairy Farm of Shafi Reso Group" based on point by point and thorough research/investigation of Dairy Sector. Milk is an indispensable piece of human food. As the populace is expanding so the interest in All the creating nations like Pakistan. Consequently up-degree of traditional homesteads is the main arrangement. Current practices at the said ranch are absolutely ordinary yielding low milk creation all through entire lactation period. All out zone accessible for the development of homestead is about a large portion of a section of land in the processing plant zone, so a structure has been proposed for development of Modern Dairy ranch infra structure according to the accessibility of assets with our customer. In feed, green grub assume a significant job to get most extreme creation yet in present day world there is no understanding of dairy cultivating without silage so we have proposed planning of Silage at ranch. The board of Cows, Calves and Heifers is exhorted. Market around the ranch has an excess of potential for milk deal as this is an absolutely industry area. A complete showcasing plan has been graphed for the clearance of milk.

Conclusion
Ayyub has been in the midst of a steady stream of assaults following the distributing of her book-which she examined, by going covert for eight months-taking note of the extrajudicial killings of Muslim regular folks, prompting India's first serving Home Minister being sent to jail. In 2002, conservative gatherings partook in assaults on Muslims in Gujarat, prompting a fierce mutual slaughter. The book likewise blamed presently Prime Minister for India, Narendra Modi’s complicity in the slaughter. After Rana's analytical work was rejected, she independently published it, selling three lakh duplicates in seventeen dialects. It additionally opened her up to nonstop stream of on the web and disconnected provocation, frequently sexual in nature and exceptional trolling. She had likewise gotten passing dangers, and stalker messages, driving her once to change her SIM card multiple times in a single year alone. The online 'composed web-based social networking effort' likewise drew the consideration of various U.N. rapporteurs, who discharged an announcement saying they are "profoundly worried that the life of Rana Ayyub is at genuine hazard following these realistic and irritating dangers." They approached Indian specialists to ensure Ayyub and research the individuals who are threatening her. Regardless of the majority of this, Rana Ayyub will not leave India, expressing that it would send a sign that trolling attempts to quietness writers. The honor contains a money prize of 15000 Euros other than a keepsake and authentication.
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